CHAPTER IV

THE RELEVANCE OF JEAN BAUDRILLARD’S EXCHANGE PHILOSOPHY OF VALUE WITH CONSUMPTION ETHICS IN ISLAM

A. The Exchange Meaning of the Symbol in Jean Baudrillard’s Theory of Consumer Society

Baudrillard regards the system as objects of consumer and communication systems on the basis of advertising as the establishment of “a code of significance” that control objects and individuals in the community. The developing of capitalism, advance of science and technology, exploitation of media and advertising become supporting aspects of simulation. Environmental simulation is an environment of information and signs that are controlled by model, code, and virtual worlds that make up the tastes, preferences, and needs. Social values and behaviors are shackled by “reality” simulated by media.

Meanwhile, “Media as message” is McLuhan’s formula in consumption that is used by Baudrillard as basic of consumption. Mass media has replaced various worlds to be homogeneous worlds that have relation with one to another mass media. Media, especially TV brings ideology including in sign system. This makes separation between symbol and reality, signs and objects that affect to the culture of consumption in society because of realities of the new life simulation into a space where humans actualize their existence.

In consumer society, object becomes a sign and its value is determined by a rule of code. In the logic of sign as like in logic of symbols, objects are no longer associated with function or with the real needs. Consumer society does not buy what it needs but what code to convey. Here, culture of consumption have meaning that value is determined through the exchange of symbolic meanings namely commodities which have sign values conferring prestige and signifying social values, status and power. A commodity does not simply an object with value of use but a commodity-sign. Signs are said to be able to ‘free floating’ from objects. Consequently, signs can be used in variety of associations (as illustrated every day in television advertising). As Featherstone suggest that “consumption must not be

understood as consuming of the use values, a material utility, but primarily as consuming signs” (1991:85).³

As the effect of consumer society controlled by codes, human relation is transformed into a relation with object, especially object of consumption. Baudrillard (in poster, 1988:29) explains that “we live in period of objects”. Those objects have no meaning anymore from the real relations among human. Object is always manipulated as a distinguishing sign of status between individual and others. The process of distinction status is fundamental processes which respectively recorded in the community; those are social stratification, competition status, and levels of prestige.⁴

Consumption process can be analyzed into basic perspective of two aspects:⁵

1. As significant process and communication that is based on the rule of code where practices of consumption come and take the meaning. Todays people tend to articulate identity and their self personality through goods they consume. The goods they consumed become their self sign. By goods -clothes, shoes, bags, and mobile phones- people express their selves and personality. People will wear clothe in line with sporty model, feminine, formal, casual or other models to represent their personalities. Here, consumption is sytem exchange and in accordance with language. Signs or codes tied into objects of consumption like symbol of communication that can be encode and decode. Consuming object means encoding sign or object code of consumer selves. The codes in the object then become label of subject of the consumer.

2. As the process of classification and social difference, in which at this time objejects/signs are similared as value that are agree with a hierarchy.

Consumption in the perspective of Baudrillard is also understood as a sign system based on the interpretation of social signs (symbols), such as social class distinction, gender, and race. Baudrillard calls the difference of class with a distinction in which the dominant class distinguish themselves through three intake structures, namely: a) food or beverage, b) culture, and c) appearance (Ritzer and Goodman, 2008: 529).

Through the three structure of consumption, the distinction level of consumption between social classes from one another appears in the value or quality of an object of consumption although its primary function is similar. The distinction is the nature
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of consumption. Sign is defined as a vehicle of meaning. Words, sounds and so forth are signs used to tell the meaning. There are two types of signs; rational and artificial sign. Made sign is called “symbol”. Situation in which there is a sign implies for someone is called “situation-sense” or “situation-sign” (Kattsoff, 1986:165).

In the consumption that is based on value of sign and image rather than value of utility, underlying logic is no longer to be logical necessity (need) but logic of desire. If the needs can be met -at least partially- through objects, desires and otherwise, there will never be fulfilled, therefore the only object that can satisfy desire is object of desire (sexual) appears unconsciously on an imaginary stage, and object of desire has been lost forever, and can only look for its substitution in the world of objects or symbols consumed as it is described by Lacan (Yasraf Amir Piliang, 2012: 143).

From that, the need never really becomes a need for a particular object, but “need” for differences, so it can be concluded that there may no such thing in achieving satisfaction, therefore there is no name of need definition, the only is consumerism which closer to consumptive action, namely consuming goods or services in excess which is more than the desire to prioritize needs without priority or can also be interpreted as a luxury lifestyle.

Some examples of logic of tautology in consumption are; when people feel hungry, they will look for food to meet the needs. Logic of tautology has been turned that they had to eat in a fancy restaurant with aim to meet desires (prestige). Consumption as value of sign is a wealth and wealth reduction, because the act of consumption never just to buy, but to spend money, therefore shopping is a statement of wealth and also the destruction of wealth. Economic value is converted into the exchange of sign based on code.

Theoretically, people consume an object at first as a medium of exchange of benefits of an object, but then the exchange of goods is efficiently shifting meaning of objects consumed. Consumption of these objects also providing sign and symbol of consumption. Signs and symbols as sign of social class, power, pleasure, welfare, and so on. Then consumption is not oriented to the power of utility but to interpret the meaning of sign and symbols. Objects or goods consumed represent a specific
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meaning. To be consciously or not consumption is done more on style and trends that finally caught up on modes produced.

Commodity does not simply an object with value of use to exchange but also sign of commodity. For Baudrillard, postmodern culture is constituted through a continual flowing images as one dimensional and superficial. He argues that a series of modern distinctions including the real and unreal, public and private, art and reality have broken down leading to a culture of simulacrum and hyper reality.8

**B. The relevance of Jean Baudrillard’s exchange philosophy of value with consumption ethics in Islam**

Consumer culture emerged as a result of changes in consumption caused by symbol meaning conveyed by media through environmental simulation created by late capitalism. This is one of Baudrillard's critiques to consumer society. Not only consumer society in general that is influenced by popular culture, but today religion is also part of popular culture scheme. Way of thinking, ritual, symbol and lifestyles become popular. The development of popular imaginations have resulted the big changes in religious degree; principles, forms, strategies, and values of popular culture that are immanent blend even contaminate transcendental dimension. The contradiction arises when in the immanent principle of religious populism mixed with the transcendent then led to the cultural contradictions of religion; paradox between chastity/profanity, divinity/worldly, pleasure/piety9

Diversity of world is shaped by imagination and fantasy based on popular culture, whether in language level, action, appearance, form, and self-image those have previously been avoided even rejected, but now those become part of religious activity as construction of signs (sign systems) and sign exchange. The scholars even become a trend setter and model of appearance, so that it applies in social relations that copying model of popular culture, relationship between patron (stars and scholar) and (mass and religious community).10

In consumer society, consumption does not look at value of utility, but the logic of production and manipulation of signs. Consumerism appeared from the process of social change of sign in which there is a repetition of consumption. While, in Islam there are consumption ethics as rules of law and religious norms included in category
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of deontological norms. Consumption ethics in Islam tries to have relevance with Baudrillard’s critique of consumer society, and those relevancies included in:

1. The Principle of Sharia and Critique of Consumption Meaning

Need is a concept that is more valuable than desire (will). Will assigned is based on the concept of utility, but the need is based on maslahah concept. Concept of maslahah in consumption can be divided into two; (1) consumption devoted to worship and (2) consumption just to meet human needs/desires. However, main goal of Muslim consumption as a mean of recourse is to worship to God. Indeed, consuming something with intention to increase stamina in obedience devotion to God will make it getting reward.

Actually there is no prohibition to pleasure by obey his commandments and satisfy himself with the goods and the gifts that God created for mankind for the benefit of the people. But, all that is done in the world cannot be separated from the norm - the norm divinity, so in terms of consumption must follow the rules - the rules of divine.

This principle is different from ideology of capitalism in consumption which assumes that it is as a mechanism to enhance production and growth. More goods are produced because of demand increased. Here then arises extortion, oppression of workers always continue to work without knowing time limit in order to meet demand. On the contrary, Islam advocated a manner in proportional consumption. In essence, in Islam if consumption is directed in correct and proportional, so justice and equality for all can be created.11

Islamic teaching actually aims to remind mankind spending their money according to their ability. Expenditure should not exceed revenue that may result in a loss, and it should not be stressed that spending wealth too low that causing of stinginess. Human should be in moderate in spending wealth, so that it does not reduce circulation of wealth (treasure hoard) and does not weak the strength of local economic (by waste).12

Qur'an describes this principle in verse: QS. Al-Isra’ (17): 29

\[ 	ext{ولا تَجَّلَّنَّ يَدَكَ مَعْلُولاً إِلَى غَنْيَةٍ ولا يَسْتَطِيعُكُمُ الَّذِي أَنْتُمْ فَتَطْعِيمُ مَلِيْنا مَخْسُورُوا } \]

Translation:

“Make not thy hand tied (like a niggard’s) to thy neck, nor stretch it forth to its utmost reach, so that thou become blameworthy and destitute”.

The meaning of “hands shackled to your neck” is the nature of miser spending their wealth, otherwise “too hands it to” show people redundant in fulfilling his wish.

In the Qur’an, there is also a command to consume something that is lawful and good, not only in the form of food, but also in activity there are some rules. Not all auto حالال is good, because there are four kinds of حالال named;

Related to the activity itself, there is an activity حالال but مكروه or hated by God. For example, foods or activities related to the physical and spiritual are often used devil to deceive men.

The desire to consume that is influenced by devil in the consumer society is actualized in the object of sign. Desire will never be fulfilled because he always wants to be worshiped. That desire always produces itself through a mechanism as it is known by Guattari as desire machine. He always looks for new discharges, following the new culture. Desire always leads people into narcissism culture, while human always looks for popularity, publicity.

In the discussion of consumer society, consumption desire is created by ideas through social process. For the example, Baudrillard views that structure of created value determines the coming of desire. This structure in consumer society, according to him, represents in code. Production does not create material as external object anymore, but creating material as codes that stimulus the needs or will as internal object consumption. Here, it appears a consumerism that is criticized by Jean Baudrillard. Consumerism culture as the lung of capitalism is a culture which includes various kinds of lie, halusination, dream, apparent, artificiality, commodity cover, through strategy of hypersemiotica and imaglogy that finally disconstruct socially by economic communication as the power of capitalism. Baudrillard criticizes consumer society and understands it as creating will combination that is bad and organized hysteria.
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2. Simplicity, Prohibition of Luxuries and Social Stratification

No-luxuries and simplicity among wasteful and stingy is good consumption, as it is stated in QS. Al-Furqan: 67

وَأَلْقِدْنَ إِذَا أَنفَقُوا لَمْ يُسْرِفُوا وَلَمْ يُقْتُلُوا وَسَخَّرُوا بِحَرْثِ دَاخِلَكُمْ فَوَقَامًا

"Those who, when they spend, are not extravagant and not niggardly, but hold a just (balance) between those (extremes)."

The word (سَرْف) yusrifû is derived from the word (سَرَف) sarf means beyond reasonable limits in accordance with the conditions given.

The word (يَقتِرِبُ) yaqturû is the opposite of (سَرَف) yusrifû. It is given less than what can be provided in accordance with the circumstances giving to receiver.

The word (قُوَامًا) qawâman means fair, moderate, and middle. Through these recommendations, God and Prophet bring human to be able to maintain his property, not to spend until exhausted, but in the same time does not help it at all, so that sacrificing personal interests, family, or anyone in need. Keep the good things including property that are always available and sustainable are religious order. Moderation and mid stance is normal and this is a common condition.

There is verse describing about simplicity principle that consumption should avoid excessive attitude (يَشَرَفَ), because this attitude is so hated by God as the Word of God in QS. Al-Isra’: 27.

يَسَدُّ رُءْسَنَمَا كَانَوا يَنفُقُونَ الْمُسَبِّبِينَ وَكَانَ الْمُشْرِكُونَ لَرَيْبَهُ كَفَرَوْا مُكَفِّرٌ

Translation:

“Verily spendthrifts are brothers of the evil Ones; and the evil one is to his Lord (Himself) Ungrateful.”

In consumption should avoid luxuries (تَرَف), tarf is consumer behavior that is far from values of Sharia, even an indicator of damage and convulsions community living arrangements.

The effects of consumerism are described in Baudrillard’s theory of consumer society deeply. Consumerism is not just about personal relations but also social
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problems. Through the object, society is being stratificated because consumer society has social logic about consumption. This logic is not individual adjustment about logic of the use value, but logic of production and manipulation of social sign.

Consumption process can be analyzed into basic perspective of two aspects: 20

1) As significant process and communication that is based on the rule of code where practices of consumption come and take the meaning. Todays people tend to articulate identity and their self personality through goods they consumed.

2) As the process of classification and social distinction in which at this time objects/signs are similared as value agree with a hierarchy.

Consumption as sign system based on the interpretation of social signs (symbols), such as social class distinction, gender, and race. The distinction level of consumption among social classes from one another appears in the value or quality of consumption object although its primary function is similar. The distinction is the nature of consumption.

The development of culture of commodity and popular culture in the consumer society has trapped various religious activities into profit-seeking motives. Religious activities are now packed with various signs, images and lifestyle like package of iftar (read: ending of fast) menu associated with social class, fashion as a symbol of piety, fashion shows package that promises freedom, carrying parcel widths purifying heart and many more. Those are example of how religious activity becomes the door of profit that finally creating consumerism and social stratification.21

3. Copying and Imitating Consumption Culture

In economic jurisprudence Umar ibn Al Khattab Umar r.a what is meant by prohibition to follow and to imitate is a prohibition of Muslim to follow the pattern of bad consumption. Nowadays, there is a large expansion in the field of promotion and advertising, especially in the provision of consumer and its influence on his choice is to open a new range of consumer, diverse desires, and encouragement to follow and to imitate others.22

Baudrillard said that consumption function initially as a tool to meet the needs of individual, but today it becomes a social function, function of exchange, function of
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communication, and distribution of value through the corpus of signs. Consumption is a system which runs a sequence of signs and unification group. Consumption also becomes a moral (an ideological value system) as a result they followed the social unconscious compulsion. Mass media has replaced various world become homogeneous worlds that have relation with one another mass media. Media, especially TV brings ideology includes in sign system. By television, i.e. simulation world appears completely. This is the space that does not care anymore to the categories of real, unreal, right, wrong, reference, representation, fact, imagery, production, and reproduction in which all of them dissolve into one in a filthy sign. Meanwhile, consumption awareness does not separate from reality of media leaning to give imagery toward current model of consumption life style.

In the religious field there are also a construction signs (sign system) and the sign of exchange. The scholars even become trend setter and figures, so that it applies in social relations that follow the model of popular culture, the relationship between patron (stars, teachers, and clients (past or people). So that became Baudrillard criticizes the role of mass media as being former of consumption pattern.

4. The Physical Consumption or Prestige

The physical consumption is consumption of goods that meet desires of personal pride. This means that the consumer obtained the fulfillment of these items do not be based on the utility, but from its ability to attract attention of others. In consumer society which is controlled by code, human relationship is transformed in a relationship with object, especially object of consumption. Baudrillard (in poster, 1988:29) explains that “we live in period of objects”. Those objects have no meaning anymore of the real relationship among human. Object is signifier (it is value of sign) and consuming object of signs by using understood language. Commodity brings style of expression and sign, prestige, luxury, authority, and etc.

People never consume the object itself (the point of value), but object is always manipulated as a distinguishing sign of status between one and others. The process of differentiation status is a fundamental process which respectively recorded in the community. This is the moral level of life, competition status, and level of prestige.
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Indeed, consumption of pride deviated from truth line, Islam prohibits consumptive behavior because it will stand out or appear distinction among others, prohibits any expenditure with the aim of pride, or reveal the greatness, and other things that cause germinating extent of the gap between the rich and the poor. Prophet Muhammad said in Hadith:

“Who is dressed (different from others) to be known, then God will wear clothes similar to her on doomsday, and then be burned by the fire of hell” (Abu Dawud (4029), Ibnu Majah (3607) dari Ibnu Umar, Şâhîh al-Jâmi’(6526). 27

Although there is no prohibition of God to enjoy the favor of God, but the Prophet taught to be simple in wearing clothes as the tool to keep clean clothes, body, and footwear, as well as wearing nice clothes and sandals are not prohibited actions. 28

"From Abdillah bin Mas'ud of the Prophet, said: It will not enter Paradise man in whose hearts there is vanity heavy dust grains. There was a man who asked, "Surely everyone likes (wear) clothes were beautiful, and good footwear, (does this include arrogant?). Prophet said: "Allah is beautiful and loves beauty, vanity it is rejecting the truth and despised others. [HR. Muslim, No. 91].

Sociology of consumption included in the process, not only as the fulfillment of physical and biological needs, but related to the socio-cultural aspects. Consumption related to the matter of taste, identity, or lifestyle. The sociologists looked appetizing as something that can change, focused on the symbolic quality of the goods and depended on the perception taste of others. Bourdieu said that distinctions of taste entail claims to authorize, authenticity and presumed inferiority of others. This argument is based on the concept of cultural capital, namely accumulated knowledge that confers power and status (Bourdieu: 1984).
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Pierre Bourdieu, the sociologist of consumption, stated that consuming product is a symbol of status and social class. As Baudrillard’s views said that the status of commodity and sign can be changed in the complex relationship between political economy, language, and ideology in the post-industrial society. The phenomenon of fundamental change in the status of commodity, according to Baudrillard, is characterized by the expansion of total sign codes into commodity of bodies, and new status of commodity as a dispenser of plural power (happiness, health, security, and so on) through the system of capitalism.
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